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ANKER disinfection pole
For more hygiene and protection
Professionial protection
Regular hand washing and good hygiene are important to prevent the spread
of viruses, bacteria and disease-causing germs. Not only in times of pandemics or during the flu season do pathogens spread mainly through the skin
and air. In addition to regular hand washing, disinfectants offer maximum
protection. ANKER has developed the disinfection pole so that customers,
sales staff, patients and visitors are effectively protected in everyday life.

› Robust, steady solution
› Expandable with useful accessories
› Inclusive arm lever dispender
› Inclusive drip tray

ANKER offers the solid solution
Based on the ANKER Poles modular system, the disinfection pole is made
of a high-quality powder-coated steel tube with Ø 54 mm. ANKER Poles
combine flexibility, stability and extreme durability. Thanks to the modular
product structure, the pole can be extended with useful, optional accessories such as swivel arms, tablet holders, etc. In combination with a
payment terminal, the column can be positioned in front of counters for
a hygienic payment process.
The supplied arm lever dispenser including an optionally removable plastic
drip tray is firmly fixed to the base. The refill container holds up to 1000 ml.
All common 500 ml & 1000 ml Euro bottles fit into the dispenser. It is easy
to clean. The stroke quantity can be adjusted in 3 steps.
Area of application
Business premises of all kinds, public facilities, at the point of sale in supermarkets, petrol stations and shops of all kinds, washrooms.

For positioning in front of
shop counters

Dimensions
Total height incl. disinfectant dispenser 1,300 mm
Arm lever dispenser with 1 litre capacity
Colours
Pole: powder-coated RAL 7021 black-grey/anthracite
arm lever dispenser: white
With tablet for e.g. digital
admission controls

Safety with ANKER
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